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Introduction
The historically well-founded strategy of biological
inspiration of the process of technical development
(“bionics”, JE Steel 1960) is more than ever a concept
well acceptable for most engineers. Everyone plans to
do so, but only a few at last really do.
Analysing our own experiences with bionic projects,
we tried to identify why “all-days-life engineering”
does not make use of bionics. In our presentation, we
use the report on the process of bionic inspiration of
mammalian-like walking machines (bipedal and
quadruped) mainly as a vehicle to identify items
necessary to make biologists and engineers not only
work together but to really interchange. The usual
idea that biologists only need to be offered areas of
technical application of the biological principles they
identify – “Technical Biology” – in our opinion is too
short ranging. Analysing the sciences established in
the range between biology and engineering (cf. fig. 1),
the current problems of missing economic success of
bionics, the decreasing interest in functional
morphology, and the story of success of sports
biomechanics and biomedical engineering seems to
teach the following:

One conditio sine qua non for success indeed is the
access to a field of application. But more important is
a condition, which in its core is based in psychology:
the one to apply the biological principles in
techniques is the one to pose the scientific question.
Otherwise biology offers solutions no engineer has
current interest in. The consequence we drew is that
we have to teach engineers how to pose questions to
biologists (and physician as “applied biologists”) in a
correct terminology and in a style indicating basic
knowledge about and interest in biology. We offer to
our students of mechatronics a specialisation in
“biomechatronics”. In extension of the use of this
term at M.I.T. and the University of Twente we not
only aim at the application of mechatronics in
biomedical engineering, but extend the definition to:
“Biomechatronics is using biomedical knowledge for
the development and optimisation of mechatronic
systems.” This covers bionics (biology for
engineering) as well as biomedical engineering and
its relatives (engineering for biology). The reason for
the extension of the area of interest is our
convincement that inspiration and application should
be linked together in education as well as in science.

Fig. 1: Biomechatronics
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Analyses: Biologically inspired robotics
Pedality
Despite of organisms in the micro-world with their
appendices, flagellae and (kino-)cilia, animals using
pedal locomotion own an even number of legs and
are bilaterally symmetrical: “Bilateria”. But things
like side preferences during evolution seem to occur
by random: the decision on which side of the
vertebrate body organs are located is determined by
the orientation of the flow of some body fluids during
ontogenesis, which depends from one single gene
locus influencing the stroke of kinocilia by the
conformation of one proteine (the basic concept was
proposed as early as in 1959 by Hummel & Chapman
and now is confirmed by a series of molecular
biological studies). Thus, the decision for an even
number of legs may go back to one single mutation
which delivered one functional solution – and in
evolution never occurred the need or the opportunity
to “invent” vertebrate systems with odd number of
legs. Consecutively the impression of engineers that
the mostly elegant solution of symmetry has
mechanical advantages and thus provoked its
application in nature may be wrong in its core.
Pragmatism of bionics is the only logical reason to
build walking machines with even number of legs –
there do exist recent paragons accessible for analyses.
Carsten Berns’ catalogue of walking machines (Berns
1999) offers a nice overview on walking machines
yet realized. Most of them are polypedal (owning
three or more pairs of legs), natural paragons like the
“centipedal“
Dekapodes
and
the
“millipedal“ Myriapodes have up to 140 pairs of legs.
A lot of machines has three pairs of legs (= six legs).
The reasons for this are simple (Cruse et al. 1998):
- Mechanically: six legs allow steady support on at
minimum three legs, static stabilization is feasible
- Bionic-historically: when engineers showed interest
in animal locomotion, data on stick insects where best
accessible:
-- Motion analyses on stick insects are simple, the
exosceleton well is representable by rigid body
mechanics, joints and their motions are identifiable
with minor errors
-- The nervous system owns only few neurons, which
are accessible from the outside without greater
disturbances of the locomotion of the animal
-- And last but not least experiments on invertebrates
(in Germany, where such things where done) do not
underly such legal restrictions like experiments on
vertebrates
But polypedals in relation to oligopedals need more
material, energy and control effort for their own
locomotion in relation to oligopedals (one or two
pairs of legs) (Witte et al. 2002) – relative payload is

lower in polypedals. And in future walking machines
have to be looked at as any other vehicle – their main
purpose is to carry any load, not their own body.
Aiming at autonomy in energetics and control,
oligopedals thus are interesting paragons for walking
machines.
But why realisation does last for so long time? In the
speed ranges used by animals as well as by machines
gravity effects usually are of higher meaning than
inertia – reaching stability steadily is a fight against
simply breaking down. As oligopedals during
locomotion may have periods of two- or single-leg
contact, dynamic stabilization is necessary. To realize
control hardware and software fast enough for this
tasks, current computers still are too slow. But
bionics the last years tought us, that due to intelligent
mechanics perhaps the best control is the one which
is superfluous. Thus the hope to realize oligopedal
machines which are vertebro-functional and not only
vertebro-morphic has become realistic.
Choice of paragons
Bionic inspiration of bipedal robots mainly follows
psycho-social aspects. Even if at present in France by
the project ROBOCOQ some work is done
transferring principles of the locomotion of birds into
robotics,
main
activities
concentrate
onto
anthropomorphic machines, culminating in systems
like those of Honda® or Fujitsu®. The rational behind
these developments is pointing to the age structure of
societies, with a growing number of elderly people
needing physical support and a decreasing number of
younger ones being able to provide it. As has been
discussed elsewhere in detail (Witte 2002), the
consequence for the development of anthropomorphic
machines for tasks in households and clinics has to be
their metamorphosis to anthropofunctionality – they
not only have to look like men, their have to move
like them.
The criteria for the choice of paragons for
quadrupedal machines have been discussed in our
contribution to AMAM ‘2000 (Witte et al. 2000).
Aiming at a machine with generalist skills, the
functional morphology of small mammals is the first
choice of bionic inspiration.
Controlling kinematics or dynamics?
From a basic technical point of view, walking is
comparable to driving. An object represented by its
mass distribution has to be moved in all 6 mechaniacl
degrees of freedom – the task is a kinematic one.
Consecutively, in robotics often kinematic trajectories
are subject to control, deriving dynamics necessary to
realize them. Observation of animals leads to a quite
different impression: Dynamics are provided in a
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machine-like manner (cf. Witte et al. 2002) by an
evolutionary conservative central nervous system
performing standard batch jobs (cf. Cheng et al. 1998,
Ryan et al. 1998, Grillner 1981 and consecutives,
Mussa-Ivaldi & Bizzi 2000), kinematic adaptation is
realized by a gear with tunable properties (MussaIvald et al. 1988) including muscle-tendon-springs
with adaptive elastic mechanisms (cf. Witte et al.
1995a, b) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2

Control concepts
Top ”Classical”: Forces and torques are induced by the
control and transferred into kinematics by a transmission
with fixed properties. Sensing kinematics closes feedback
loop
Bottom ”Bionic”: Forces and torques are induced by the
control and transferred into kinematics by an adaptive
transmission, which underlies short-time feedback control.
Sensing kinematics mainly serves long-time tuning of
control

The knowledge about muscles at present rapidly
increases, since biochemistry and molecular biology
decovered the existance of elastic “giant proteins”,
which in the past simply have been overlooked due to
their large size (Wang 1983, 1984; Wang et al. 1991,
1993; Labeit & Kolmerer 1995a, b). These proteins

make muscles to actuators with locally high resolved
mechanical adaptivity due to post-translational
splicing (cf. the overviews in Linke et al. 1996 and
Granzier & Labeit 2002).
Hypothesis: vertebrates at the root of oligopedal
evolution made use of resonance mechanisms with –
due to their small size - high cycle frequencies.
Central nervous “computers” were to slow to do the
control job just-in-time. Thus adaptive, intelligent
mechanics using elasticity (cf. the work of McNeill
Alexander, Blickhan, Cavagna, Heglund, Margaria,
McMahon, Taylor) with preflexes (cf. Brown & Loeb
1997) and self-stabilization (cf. Wagner & Blickhan
1999, Hackert et al. 2000, Seyfarth et al. 2001) took
over. Once a functioning system was realized, in
evolution towards larger animals no need occurred to
“invent” a control system following the rules of
engineering sciences. Even if the engineer’s solution
would be better, one has to realize on basic thing:
evolution provides solutions which function, not
optimal solution (the statement in this clarity and
sharpness relies to the evolutionary biologist Martin S.
Fischer from Jena).
Mass distribution in natural systems is realized and in
technical systems should be realized follwing the
principles of functional morphology (D’Arcy
Thompson 1917). Biology as “natural history”
teaches us that locomotion was developped for trunks
– extremities are appendices what concerns the
history of development and their function for
locomotion. Thus in future compliant trunks offer
high poetential for the bionic inspiration of walking
machines.
Meta-Analysis: how much biology does the
engineer need?
The examples discussed before should have
illustrated the high potential of bionic inspiration in
engineering sciences. Engineers mostly agree to the
sensefulness of “learning from nature” – but in alldays-practice it is not applied. As ha been stated in
the introduction, the reason for us seems not to be
mainly a rational one but is based on psychology.
Construction is a highly creative process based on a
lot of hard work. The motivation to take over this
work is the opportunity to see own ideas to become
substantial – OWN ideas. Engineers hate to be used
to realize the ideas of other ones, which perhaps in
addition earn most of the money the product carries
“only” by having the idea. In addition, the pioneers of
bionics offered complete solutions like “lotus-effectsurfaces” of “shark-skinned covers”, that they left no
space for creativeness of engineers.
Our conclusion is, that to motivate engineers to apply
bionics in practice we have to show them how to
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pose questions to biology and how to control the
process of analyses and syntheses from the beginning.
Basic for this purpose is to understand terminology
and – by this way – thinking in and rationals of
biology. The example on walking machines shown
before indicates the need for basic understanding and
basic knowledge in the following fields of biological
sciences (Botany, Zoology):
- (Comparative) (functional) anatomy
- Developmental biology
- Taxonomy

- Physiology
- Biochemistry
- Genetics and molecular biology
- Ecology
- Strategies and methods of bionic inspiration
As has been stated in the introduction, we realize this
concept exemplarily in conjunction with an education
in “Mechtronics in biomedical engineering” (fig. 3).
First students with Master degree in 2004 will test the
solidity of the concept in industrial employment.

Fig 3.: Master studies of Biomechatronics at Technische Universität Ilmenau
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